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Introduction
In our view, there are essentially two distinct sorts of trades: the ones that
arrangement with fiat cash; and the ones that arrangement simply in crypto. It is
the last one that we will center around. Despite the fact that they are little now, we
firmly trust that unadulterated crypto trades will be greater, ordinarily greater, than
fiat based trades sooner rather than later. They will play a perpetually imperative
part in world back and we call this new worldview Giltxchange; Binary Finance.
With your assistance, Giltxchange will manufacture a world-class crypto trade,
controlling the eventual fate of crypto fund.
Problems
A portion of the current crypto trades experience the ill effects of various issues:
Poor technical architecture
Numerous trades are "set up together rapidly", by great tech individuals, yet who
have practically zero involvement in fund or in working a trade. They frequently
pick the most straightforward way to deal with get the framework up and running.
While this may function admirably in the first place, as movement develops, the
framework won't ready to deal with the expanded load. Trade frameworks should
be built from the beginning with security, productivity, speed, and adaptability as a
main priority. This regularly backs off the underlying advancement, however is
basic for long haul achievement.
Our group has many years of joined experience constructing and keeping up world
class budgetary frameworks that shape the economy. We see how these
frameworks are developed starting from the earliest stage.
Insecure platform
There are several trades that went down due to being hacked.
Giltxchange is worked to elevated requirements, inspected, and entrance tried. We
have encounter building money related frameworks to the most astounding security
models and endeavor to guarantee security first.

Poor market liquidity
Proficient brokers and typical clients are essentially influenced by this. Having a
shallow order book implies high slippage when exchanging, which is exceptionally
costly for merchants. Getting diggers, institutional financial specialists and
extensive merchants into another trade is a chicken and egg issue, and requires a
group with profound industry assets.
Giltxchange'sgroup has been in both the fund and crypto industry for a long time.
The group has chipped away at and worked various trades, and have aggregated a
substantial system of accomplices in this space. These accomplices will be enter in
bootstrapping the trade.
Poor customer service:
Merchants are an alternate breed with regards to clients. Understanding the
merchant mindset is indispensable for running a fruitful trade. Cash is actually on
hold. Numerous trades benefit dealers as though they were running a web-based
social networking website. A 3-second deferral in observing your companions'
announcement would scarcely be seen, however on a trade, the same would be
unsuitable, bringing about a downpour of client objections.
In extra to the innovation stack, Giltxchange is worked on account of
administration. Giltxchange shares bolster obligations over the whole staff and
friends. At the point when a broker has an issue, they find a solution specifically
from somebody who knows the framework and not somebody perusing from a
content.
Poor internationalization and language support
Blockchains have no outskirts. Most trades concentrate just on one dialect or one
nation.
Our universal multi-lingual group has broad working knowledge in North America,
Europe and Asia, and we can easily bolster the worldwide market.

Giltxchange Exchange:
Matching Engine:
Our coordinating motor is fit for maintaining 1,400,000 requests/second, making
Giltxchange one of the speediest trades in the market today. You can be sure, on
our trade, that your requests will never be adhered because of the coordinating
motor being overpowered.
Feature Rollout:
We will roll out the platform in roughly the following order:
● Spot trading
● Margin trading
● Futures
● Anonymous instant exchange
● Decentralized (on-chain) exchange and more…
Coins
Giltxchange will support the trading fairs in the following coins:
• Bitcoins
• Etherium
• Litcoin
• NEO
• GIX (Giltx Coin)
We will reveal the stage in generally the accompanying request: More coins
will be included after some time. We by and large will just include coins that
have solid validity, client base, and liquidity. In the event that you have a coin
that you wish to be recorded on Giltxchange later, taking an interest in our ICO
will help.
We have no plans to help any fiat monetary standards, for example, USD,
RMB, JPY, or KRX.

Device Coverage
We are offering cross-platform trading in the following services:
Android native client
● iOS native client (pending App Store review)
● Mobile HTML5 client (including WeChat H5 client)
● PC (Windows) native client
● REST API
Multilingual Support
We will bolster English, Chinese, Japanese and Korean on the greater part of
our UIs. (The exceptionally introductory discharge will be in English and
Chinese just.) More dialects will be included after some time.
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Giltx Coin (GIX)
We will issue our token coin, called the Giltxchange Coin. A strict farthest
point of 200MM BNB will be made, never to be expanded. BNB will run
locally on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20.
Allocation
60%
30%
10%

ICO
Founding Team
Angel Investors

ICO
The ICO will be done in BTC, ETH and LTC, on multiple platforms around the
world.
ICO Schedule
ICO Starts on June 1st 2018
Giltxchange Platform release v 1.0 live on 15th July 2018
ICO Ends on July 31st 2018 or the coins sold out

